
ROMEO AND JULIET FILM COMPARISON ESSAY

Free Essay: Movie Compare and Contrast There are many similarities and differences between the sixties version of
Romeo and Juliet and the modern version.

I prefer Lurhman's simply because it is basically modern. Baz Luhrmann's film takes place in contemporary
America. It has been adapted into screenplays, and remade countless times. I don't think I would be able to
watch and enjoy Zefferelli's because of the scenery and how old it is. In the Zefferelli version all the actors
wore tights and Tudor clothing whereas in the Luhrman version the clothing is much more modern. Zefferelli's
can offer the background clothes The main theme portrayed in "Shakespeare in Love" is a love that is never
meant to be. Whereas in the newer, more modern movie by Luhrmann Juliet wanders around the outside of a
pool. It is very easy to spot these differences considering the time period each movie was set in. The time
period revealed differences, although the dialogue revealed a similarity. In the modern version Juliet wakes up
and witnesses Romeo die. In the new movie there are no dead bodies to be found. But the popular one is
romeo and juliet, it's been directed by two different directors. In the older version Romeo drinks the poison
and dies then Juliet wakes up. The religious statue appears frequently, as well as police, violence and
helicopters, accentuating the modern theme of the film. These stories contain the same characters and conflict,
however major and minor discrepancies are galore in the story lines of both formats of William Shakespeare's
creation. Shakespeare's life in the film is very comparable to Romeo's life in Romeo and Juliet. These two
families the Montagues and the Capulets truly dislike each other for no true reason. This is followed by a
sequence of fast shots and views of Verona, similar to the idea of Zefirellis panning shots of Verona. Show
More We have essays on the following topics that may be of interest to you. Romeo and Juliet was written
much earlier than West Side Story was, however it was still based on older Italian stories. The older version
was set in the time period when William Shakespeare actually wrote the play. I also liked These stories can
teach us a lot about our daily lives and how we live them.


